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 Insufficient time and resources to research and select the right products. Most SMBs don’t have an IT 

staff, nor a large IT budget. Their first priority is promoting and selling their products, responding to 

customer emails, and managing every other aspect of their business. 

 Disparate solutions that don’t necessarily work together and often don’t meet the expected ROI 

because they were purchased from different vendors. In a recent SMB study, 70 percent of SMBs said 

that they spend too much time dealing with multiple vendors, and would prefer to work with a single 

technology partner. And 96 percent say they achieve better ROI when they use an external partner to 

procure and manage their technology.

 Difficulties with migration and maintenance of cloud-based applications. In the same SMB study, 84 

percent of customer reported having challenges with maintenance, troubleshooting, adoption, and


other areas.1

SMB trends that should guide your

business strategy

For small and medium businesses, sorting through the growing maze of office and productivity solutions to 

find tools that are right for their business can be a baffling, frustrating, and time-consuming task. 



A recent Capterra survey of SMB leaders who influence their company’s software purchasing decisions 

revealed that only 27 percent of them purchase software that meets or exceeds their expectations


without compromises.3



That means that almost 75 percent of SMBs’ software purchases don’t meet their expectations. There are 

good reasons why this can happen, including:


In its top predictions for SMB technology trends for 2022, Analysys Mason predicts that, because many 

SMBs are now driven to adopt complex cloud-based solutions to replace their traditional on-premises 

equipment, they also expect the purchase price for every product or service that they purchase to include 

advice, guidance, and product maintenance. This comes with a prediction that SMB spending on managed 

services worldwide will grow by 12 percent in 2022.
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As a technology advisor, you have a tremendous opportunity to help SMBs purchase the right technology 

that delivers the ROI they expect, and to support them with integration, adoption, security, and


ongoing management. When you recommend the right solutions to a customer, you earn their trust and the 

right to sell them more services, and to become their single trusted advisor. 



Although selling customers traditional services like telecom may once have made you indispensable, it’s no 

longer sufficient if you want to keep pace with competitors and your customers’ needs. Cloud apps, with 

wireless and mobility access to all the apps that your customers need, are now essential to operating a 

sound business for many companies. 



For many technology advisors, Microsoft 365 is an ideal entry point for building a strong and lasting 

relationship with your customers. Many industry experts believe that Microsoft 365—which includes Word, 

Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, OneNote, and OneDrive, in addition to many other cloud capabilities—remains 

the top productivity solution for business.2


As SMBs move to the cloud in large numbers, advisors have an opportunity to 

become their customers’ single trusted technology advisor. Microsoft 365 is an 

ideal place to start the cloud discussion with your customers.

Key Takeaway

“SMBs will expect advice and 
guidance to be included in every 
product/service purchase.”

-Analysys Mason6
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Why You Should Be Selling Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365 is one of Microsoft’s fastest growing services, and one of the most successful business 

solutions ever created, with more than 50 million active monthly commercial customers.2 And that’s just the 

tip of the iceberg, as an increasing number of SMBs shift their technology to the cloud.



But learning about all the available features and options available in Microsoft 365 can feel like working 

towards a college degree, and many small businesses don’t have the bandwidth to deal with that. According 

to Gartner, Microsoft 365 is a complex platform, and it can be a challenge for users to understand the many 

lurking surprises that accompany its implementation.5 



That’s where your knowledge and skills as an advisor come into play, and where you might want to consider 

working with a technology partner that has the expertise to support you and your customers from the pre-

sale phase to post-sale support. 


“Microsoft 365 is the platform to beat. As a tool 
for business, it provides everything you need to 
plan future strategies, manage your business 
assets, communicate with your team and 
customers, and present new ideas.”

-Kieron Allen

ITProPortal 4
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With powerful cloud-based apps that have an intuitive user interface, Microsoft 365 users can get work 

done and stay connected, whether they’re working remotely on site, or in a hybrid environment.



The tools that made Microsoft 365 one of the world’s top productivity solutions are no longer the same 

basic tools that companies adopted many years ago, and many companies still use only the basic 

functionalities available to them as part of the Microsoft license. Following are just a few examples of how 

far they’ve come.


Microsoft 365 at a glance—all the tools SMBs need

Excel now provides advanced reporting and visualization and includes tools that 

recognize a user’s pattern and autocompletes data. 

PowerPoint automatically suggests 3D animations, speech-to-text features, and 

even an AI-powered presenter coach that lets presenters refine their 

presentation techniques.

Team members can meet in conference and video calls and collaborate on files 

in real time. Many companies aren’t using teams, but should be.

Microsoft Outlook email can be paired with Microsoft Exchange for secure email 

delivery, prioritized mail facilities, and automated, synchronized calendars. Each 

email account includes a 50GB mailbox, cloud-based management, and more.

Excel

Teams

Outlook

PowerPoint

Users can create specific team and project sites and create intranet sites to 

collaborate on projects and share their work within the company. 

Team members can chat, call, and host meetings in the cloud, and co-author 

documents using any Microsoft 365 tool with seamless synchronization.

Team members can use Microsoft Planner for easy task management and


data visualization.

OneDrive

Planner

SharePoint

Why you should be selling Microsoft 365
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Navigating and managing multiple software licenses can be expensive, complicated, and a major headache 

for small business owners. And if an SMB needs a specific feature for only a few members of their team, they 

may be challenged to justify the expense.4



With Microsoft 365, your customers pay a single one-time license fee that covers every software solution on 

the platform. This removes complexity from the purchasing process, and results in predictable pricing.4



Because Microsoft 365 apps are cloud-based, companies can avoid up-front capital expenses associated 

with purchasing productivity tools. Less infrastructure also reduces long-term management costs 

associated with physical assets. Based on your customers’ shifting needs, you can scale the number of 

licenses they purchase up or down, and adjust their plan at any time.  



There are multiple packages to choose at different price ranges, from a basic package that includes a cloud-

only version of the most common apps, to a full package that includes additional features, including business 

email, cloud file storage, analytical capabilities, and device management. To learn more about the different 

packages available, see name of blogpost.



As an advisor, you should match your customer’s needs to the right license. If you’re not sure what to 

recommend, you can work with a technology partner who has the expertise to support you.


Versatile license packages and predictable costs

“There are many rivals, but Microsoft 
Office is still the best office software suite, 
and Microsoft 365 delivers a cloud version 
you can use on the go as well as at home or 
in the office.”  -David Neild  Tech Radar 5


Why you should be selling Microsoft 365
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The Microsoft 365 platform has mobile, web, and desktop versions of all the core apps. This means users 

can work on company-related tasks, whether they’re at the office or working remotely. Each user can 

connect up to five iOS or Android mobile devices. 



When users who have an active subscription sign in to Microsoft 365 iOS and Android devices, they have a 

single place to create, view, and edit Word, Excel, and PowerPoint files, and manage their calendar. The 

Outlook app provides a unified view of business and personal email and calendar accounts. Mobile apps 

are also available for Microsoft 365 services, including OneDrive, Skype for Business, and Microsoft Teams. 



Keeping corporate data secure on mobile devices is a top priority. Microsoft 365 helps SMBs meet this 

challenge by providing built-in security and tools to manage access to data across their devices. Setting up 

and managing policies is simple, with device-specific security policies that make it easy to sync data and 

make it accessible only on authorized phones and tablets.  Users are regularly prompted to update their 

security credentials. When the company needs to wipe Microsoft 365 data from selected devices, they can


do it remotely.

Mobile, web, and desktop accessibility
Why you should be selling Microsoft 365

Built-in security features

A host of security features are available with Microsoft 365, including:

 Secure document sharing and storag

 Protection against sophisticated threats, including malware, viruses, ransomware, phishing,


and spam

 Restrictions for activities such as copying or saving company information to


unauthorized applications.
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However, if your customer purchases any Microsoft 365 license through you (via AppSmart) that support 

expands to include 24/7 Tier 1,2, and 3 support.



Some customers might need a higher level of tech support than what’s included in their Microsoft 365 

plan. A service like SmartSupport Premium provides an easy and affordable way to do that. It provides 

support for cloud apps, personal computing devices (desktops, laptops, mobile), peripherals including 

POS hardware, connectivity issues and more.

Microsoft 365 is an unrivaled productivity and collaboration platform with 

powerful apps. You can help your customers choose the right package for their 

needs. There are support and commission advantages for both you and your 

customers when you sell Microsoft 365 through a Microsoft CSP partner


like AppSmart.

Key Takeaway

Why you should be selling Microsoft 365

Support and services

When your customer purchases Microsoft 365 for business directly from Microsoft, it comes with 

support and service options that keep your customers up and running, including:

 24/7 Tier 1 online and phone suppor

 99.9% financially-backed uptime guarantee

https://marketplace.appsmart.com/en-US/apps/289442/smartsupport-premium
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Best practices for selling Microsoft 365
The marketplace for productivity solutions is competitive, with many managed service providers, resellers, 

and other advisors competing for your customers’ business. It’s essential to approach your customers with a 

solid plan to differentiate your offer and gain their trust.



Many SMBs that have Microsoft or other office apps focus primarily on email and other basic tools like 

document creation. There’s a good chance they’re missing out on key features that they’re paying for but 

aren’t using, and in doing so they fail to benefit from potential productivity gains. What’s more, they might 

not have the right package for their business needs, and may not be aware of important security 

considerations that could affect their customers and their business.


Your cloud and Microsoft 365 game plan should include the following elements:

Learn the key features and benefits of Microsoft 365 01

02 Know the typical problems Microsoft 365 can solve

03 Assess your customer’s business needs

04 Know when to call in outside experts

05 Differentiate your offer from the competition

06 Create a customer roadmap to the cloud with Microsoft 365 as the first milestone

07 Identify complementary services to meet specific needs

08 Handle customer objections
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1.	Learn the key features and benefits of Microsoft 365

You don’t need to be an expert on Microsoft 365, but you need a sufficient understanding to discuss what it 

is, its key features, typical customer use cases, and why they should be interested. If your discussions with a 

customer require a deeper understanding, you can work with an outside technology partner to support you 

every step of the way, from pre-sales planning and meetings, to post-implementation support.


Microsoft has developed dozens of free learning modules about Microsoft 365 that you can access to fill 

any gaps in your knowledge. 



If you don’t already use Microsoft 365, you can also sign up for a free trial to become familiar with it. 


2.	Know the typical problems Microsoft 365 can solve 

The top indicators that your customers could benefit from Microsoft 365:

 They’re using outdated versions of Microsoft applications, like Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and Outlook

 They want to improve employee productivity and collaboration

 They’re open to moving to the cloud, but to minimize the learning curve and ensure adoption, they 

want tools that their employees are already familiar with

 They need the ability to deploy services quickly so they can get employees up and running efficiently.

 They need flexible licensing that allows them to increase or decrease their seat count as


demand shifts

 They want to address financial concerns to achieve more predictable costs. As part of that,


they want to reduce their CapEx and overall costs associated with in-house software.

“Microsoft 365 is the de facto productivity 
suite for many enterprises, and it is the suite all 
the other competitors are measured against.” 

-Mark Kaelin  Tech Republic 7


Best practices for selling Microsoft 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/browse/?products=m365
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3.	Assess your customer’s business needs

Phase 1—Qualifying questions

Even though you may have worked with a customer for years, you may be surprised to find gaps in your 

understanding of their current business and technology challenges, needs, and objectives. So, meet with 

them to review their current needs.  



Make sure you engage the right people in the customer organization. That will differ based on factors like 

company size, whether they have an IT specialist, who influences technology decisions, and so on. 


What your customer tells you may only scratch the surface and be a symptom of greater underlying 

problems, so be prepared to dig further. 



Before you meet with your customer, prepare questions that will help you fully document their needs. 

We’ve provided some questions that you can use or adapt to get you started. Be sure to ask open-ended 

questions that require them to provide details, rather than yes/no questions that yield little information.


The best approach is to split your questions into two phases:


The purpose of these questions is to determine the customer’s degree of openness to reviewing their 

current technology solutions and to get basic information that will guide your next steps. These 

questions cover:

The answers to those questions will help you determine your next steps—for example, what follow-up 

discussions you need to have, and whether you should seek outside expertise to assess the potential 

opportunity and build a proposal. The more complete the information you gather, the higher the 

probability of a successful outcome, and of inspiring customer confidence that they’re working with the 

right advisor.


 Current business and technology challenge

 Detailed questions about solutions they already hav

 Their cloud readiness

See the full list of 14 Qualifying Questions

Best practices for selling Microsoft 365

https://www.appsmart.com/resources/cloud-qualifying-technical-discovery-questions
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Phase 2—Technical discovery questions

If you’ve been successful in engaging your customer, it’s time to dive into more technical topics that are 

critical to company operations and the overall IT health of the company. 



The information you gather will help you make technology recommendations that align with your customer’s 

business challenges and requirements and demonstrate that you have the knowledge to support them in 

meeting their objectives. 



These questions cover the following topics:



 Service level agreements

 Business continuit

 Handling and risk management of sensitive informatio

 Security considerations


4.	Know when to call in outside experts

If your customers’ needs are complex or you need support to complement your own expertise, consider 

bringing in a technology partner. The right partner has extensive Microsoft knowledge and has worked with 

numerous small to large customers with vastly different needs across many verticals. 




End-to-end support

A technology partner has experts who can help you at every stage of the sales cycle, from joining you as a 

subject matter expert in complex sales meetings, to providing integration and ongoing support to your 

customers. Proving to your customers that you can support them end to end gives them the confidence 

they need to trust you with their business and to build the services you recommend into their technology 

and financial plans.

See the full list of 10 Technical Discovery Questions

Best practices for selling Microsoft 365

https://www.appsmart.com/top-qualifying-and-technical-discovery-questions-to-engage-your-customer-in-a-discussion-about-the-cloud-and-microsoft-365?x-craft-preview=moYBTqNRNM&token=IHga2DDu209LWCjdqCdTtvN3eIVUqmkw
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Knowledge-building

An additional consideration in choosing whether to bring in a technology partner is that in time, as you build 

your level of expertise and confidence, you will be able to handle more complex customer discussions and 

requirements on your own. Your goal in becoming their trusted provider of choice is to demonstrate 

increasingly advanced levels of technical expertise as you solve your customers’ business challenges and 

build your relationship with them.

Commissions

Another important consideration is financial compensation. If you recommend Microsoft 365 and the 

customer buys directly from Microsoft, you get no commission. When you sell Microsoft 365 from a 

Microsoft CSP like AppSmart, not only do you and your customers get better support, you also receive a 

commission for the sale.

5.	Differentiate your offer from your competitors

As you move to the proposal phase, define what differentiates your company from competing advisors. 

Your specific value can depend on several factors, including whether you decide to recommend a solution 

on your own, or work with a technology partner.




 If you go it alone, define what sets you apart from your competitors. What unique knowledge, 

expertise, and support do you bring to the table

 If you work with a partner, you share the load and can build their immense expertise into your 

proposal to demonstrate the breadth of solutions and the SLAs that you can offer as a result of your 

partnership. Examples of unique value that you should try to bring to customers when you work with a 

partner include

 Microsoft 365 as part of your wider cloud strategy—Look for a partner that has a platform that 

offers a wide variety of cloud-based applications that work with Microsoft, so that you can build a 

custom, scalable solution that meets all of your customer’s requirements. Even better, look for a 

partner that offers many other services that can be added in time to add value to your customers, 

and generate more revenues for you.


Best practices for selling Microsoft 365
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 Technical expertise—A partner should be able to offer every type of expertise needed to 

support you and your customers, from free pre-sales technical advice, to paid professional 

services that you or your customer might need for more complex projects.

 Seamless implementation—The ideal partner manages all aspects of implementation and 

onboarding, eliminating the need for you and your customers to deal with different vendors.

 Better support—Look for a partner that manages customer billing and payments for all of the apps 

included in the customer proposal. They should also have premium support options that go 

beyond what’s available if your customer purchases Microsoft 365 directly. When a customer 

purchases Microsoft 365 directly from Microsoft, they get 24/7 Tier 1 support. When they 

purchase it from a partner like AppSmart, they get 24/7 Tier 1, 2, and 3 support

 Service guarantees—A partner should provide at minimum 99.9 percent service level guarantees 

for every product they sell

 Simplified customer management—The ideal partner offers an online platform where you can 

create customer accounts, manage your customers’ services, provide single-bill invoicing to your 

customers, and view and manage your commissions.  


6. Create a customer roadmap to the cloud with Microsoft 365 as the

     first milestone

Whether your customers approached you with a specific problem or questions about their email system or 

their Microsoft licenses, or you approached them proactively, the proposal that you present should include 

a cloud roadmap. Making Microsoft 365 the first milestone on that roadmap gives you a foot in the door on 

the customer’s cloud journey. 



You can use the opportunity to educate your customers on how Microsoft 365 would enable them to easily 

transition to an entire cloud-based productivity platform that may offer solutions to business problems they 

may not have thought about. 




Best practices for selling Microsoft 365
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You can layer in additional recommendations for other cloud services they should consider, as well as 

management, security, disaster recovery, business continuity, and other options.



If the customer already has a roadmap, offer to evaluate it together to determine what changes might


be needed. 



Here are some key factors to consider:


 Transfer of existing licenses —If your customer has an existing Microsoft license that they purchased directly 

from Microsoft, that subscription can easily be transferred to a CSP partner (for example, AppSmart) with a 

back-end change that’s transparent to customers. There can be many advantages to you and customers by 

going this route, including

 Better service for customers, with Tier 1, 2, and 3 technical support (Microsoft offers only Tier 1

 Customers are billed directly. For example, if their subscription is transferred to AppSmart, they get a 

single bill even if they purchase other unrelated apps.

 Advisors get a commission on the sale (no commission if the customer purchases directly from Microsoft

 Existing Long-Term Microsoft agreements —If a customer already has a Microsoft licensing term, evaluate 

their existing agreement and structure to understand the rights and entitlements that are included. You need 

to ensure that any solution you recommend will be compliant with Microsoft from a licensing standpoint—for 

example, some Microsoft licenses can be complex and include strict usage rights. Also, if a customer has an 

existing long-term agreement with another provider, find out what, if any, termination fees might apply. 

Depending on the financial penalties involved, it might be best to wait for long-term agreements to expire 

before making changes.

 Complexity—Depending on the complexity of the customer’s issues, this could be a good time to bring in a 

technology partner, if you haven’t already. A partner can ensure the solution you recommend includes the best 

software features, is right-sized, and is compliant. The partner can prepare the roadmap for you, and can even 

be there to present it with you to your customer or to handle questions they might have. 
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7.	Identify complementary services to meet specific needs

Research indicates that customers prefer to work with a technology advisor who can provide one-stop 

shopping to meet all—or at least most—of their technology needs. If they need Microsoft 365 but also have 

specific requirements that Microsoft 365 can’t address, there’s an abundance of services and apps that 

work seamlessly with it. And remember that adding services customers need to your proposal also 

increases your commissions.  Following are just a few examples:

 Endpoint security—A service like Bitdefender has a low impact on resources and provides phishing 

protection, a dedicated secure browser for online transactions, and VPN capabilities

 Backup for Microsoft 365—Cloud-to-cloud backup and recovery services, like RedStore, protect 

Microsoft 365 Mail, Calendar, Teams, OneDrive and SharePoint. Another popular option is Acronis 

Cyber Protect Cloud, which provides AI-based anti-malware, antivirus, and endpoint protection 

management in one solution. Veeam is another popular backup option that offers a comprehensive 

set of enterprise-grade data protection capabilities

 Email and social media security—Your customers need email security, continuity, archiving and social 

media protection. A service like ProofPoint provides enterprise-grade security at an SMB price.

 Email encryption to protect sensitive data—Most organizations at least occasionally need to send 

sensitive information through email. An advanced data threat protection service like ZixProtect is a 

cloud-based security solution that encrypts inbound and outbound emails and prevents data loss

 Task- and vertical-specific add-ons—Depending on your customer’s business, they may benefit from 

additional cloud-based software to help them handle tasks more quickly and productively. 




 Enhanced support—If you partner with AppSmart, every Microsoft license also comes with Tier 1, 2, 

and 3 support.



Best practices for selling Microsoft 365

https://marketplace.appsmart.com/en-US/apps/310980/bitdefender/resources
https://marketplace.appsmart.com/en-US/apps/299718/redstor-cloud-backup-for-microsoft-365
https://marketplace.appsmart.com/en-US/apps/341183/acronis-cyber-protect-cloud-per-workload
https://marketplace.appsmart.com/en-US/apps/341183/acronis-cyber-protect-cloud-per-workload
https://marketplace.appsmart.com/en-US/apps/355845/veeam-backup-and-replication
https://marketplace.appsmart.com/en-US/apps/311068/proofpoint-essentials
https://marketplace.appsmart.com/en-US/apps/310984/zixprotect
https://marketplace.appsmart.com/en-US/home
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8. Handle customer objections

When customers are faced with budget constraints and other challenges, updating their technology may be 

the last thing they want to think about, so you should be prepared to handle objections that are common 

when companies are reluctant to change. Objections can surface at any phase in your discussions with 

customers, and you should always have a cheat sheet ready to handle objections that you think might arise. 


We’ve identified five top reasons businesses typically shy away from engaging in a sales discussion about 

Microsoft 365. Download the list of common objections and responses to get helpful responses you can 

use to get your discussion with your customer back on track.


The marketplace for productivity solutions is competitive. You have to show 

your customers that you bring the knowledge and expertise needed to gain 

their trust and their business. Think of Microsoft 365 as a foot in the door to a 

much greater cloud opportunity. It’s important to approach your customers with 

a solid plan to differentiate your offer and gain their trust.

Key Takeaway

Best practices for selling Microsoft 365

How to Handle Common Objections

https://www.appsmart.com/blog/getting-your-customer-to-the-table-to-discuss-their-cloud-strategy
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Ready to take the next step?
Many advisors have misconceptions and uncertainties about how to sell cloud solutions to their customers, 

and how to support their customers during the integration, adoption, and management phases. With 

AppSmart as your partner, get the training, expertise, and access to a unique world-class marketplace. Let us 

help you prepare, and support you in becoming your customers' trusted advisor.
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